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1 INTRODUCTION 

Scenarios are useful during system design, system evaluation, system illustration and the com
parison of two systems. The goal of this workshop was to construct a collection of scenarios 
for Computer Supported Cooperative Work that could be used for these purposes. The first 
thing we discovered, however, is that there are at least two fundamentally different uses of the 
term "scenario": 

I. A large, detailed description of a real-world (i.e. messy) situation, and 

2. Specific, system independent task such as "add a new user". This type of scenario resem
bles a benchmark. 

Large, detailed scenarios are useful in requirements gathering and situating a system within 
a social context. They provide the basis for participatory design, design of the user interface of 
the system and also can be used for tutorials of the system when it is completed. Specific sys
tem independent tasks are useful in the design and evaluation of a system or in the comparison 
of two systems. They give specific functionality that must be implemented or specific tasks 
that must be able to be accomplished by one of the roles involved in the system. 

These two definitions suggest that a collection of specific, system independent tasks could 
be developed that would provide the basis for the construction of large, detailed descriptions. 
The goal of the workshop then became: 
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1. Derive a set of generic tasks, 

2. Independently derive a realistic CSCW scenario, and 

3. Use the detailed scenario to validate the usefulness and comprehensiveness of the generic 
tasks. 

As will be seen, we ran out of time before we got to step 3. but the results of the workshop 
suggest that the goal is reasonable. 

2 ROLES 

Prior to defining any scenarios, of either type, it is necessary to identify the roles associated 
with the use of the system. The roles we identified were: user, system administrator, and soft
ware engineer. The user role could be further decomposed based on privileges with respect to 
the system (e.g., initiator of a conversation, participant in conversation) and the software engi
neer role could be further decomposed based on position in the life cycle (e.g. developer, main
tainer). 

It is common in the user interface area to consider the end user the only role of importance. 
This user, after all, is the reason for the construction of the system and one of the primary mea
surers of the goodness of the system. This view ignores many of the influences that lead to a 
particular system design and that will impact the goodness of the system. For example, the 
ease with which a system administrator can install a CSCW system or add a new user to an 
existing group is an important factor in whether a particular system will be effectively utilized. 
The ease with which modifications can be made to enable desired new functionality will deter
mine whether the system is able to evolve through the changes that always occur. Thus, it is 
important when considering roles to consider all of the stakeholders in a system and it is 
important when defining scenarios (of either type) to consider all of the roles in these scenar
ios. 

3 LARGE DETAILED SCENARIO 

The detailed scenario that we developed was based on developing a teaching laboratory prob
lem set. The action takes place in a two day period and we have two versions of the scenario. 
The first version presents the scenario in the current setting and the second version presents the 
scenario in the presence of the envisioned system. 

In this type of scenario, the questions who, where, what and with what resources must be 
answered. The answers must have some specificity. That is, instead of saying "the professor", 
the scenario identifies "Professor Alexandre". The activities that occur within the scenario 
must be realistic. Abstracting details and assuming no disruptions will mean the development 
of a system that isn't accommodated to the environment in which it will be used. Thus, for 
example, as the graduate students in the scenario (Carmen and Herman) approach the deadline 
for completion of the laboratory assignment, Professor Alexandre comes in with some visitors 
from a potential funder and asks them to give a demonstration of past work. 

3.1 Setting 

In this section we answer the "who, where, what and resource" questions. 
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Who 

Professor Alexandre, the instructor of a second year course in user interface construction 

Hennan and Carmen, graduate students who act as laboratory assistants for the course 

Felix, the system administrator for the university computer network. 

Where 

Targhee 107, Professor Alexandre's office 

Wean 2307, graduate students cubicles 

Wean 3350, laboratory for students in course 

Smith 4204, Felix's office 

What 

Preparation of the assignment for the second week of the class on user interface construc
tion. Students are given a Tel program and asked to make 2 modifications: add a file dialogue 
box and add a scroll bar as a means of controlling a list. 

Resources 

Network of Unix work stations. 

3.2 Current situation 
After Monday's lecture for his 3:00-4:00 class, Professor Alexandre sends e-mail to H~nnan 
and Carmen: "Why don't you write laboratory 2 for tomorrow. I would like the students to 
make some additions to an existing Tel program. The one I have in mind is in my home direc
tory under srdtcl. It's called something like fsb.tcl." 

Hennan yells to Carmen "Hey, did you know we have to do lab 2 for tomorrow?" 

Carmen: "What's Tel - just kidding" 

Hennan: "Let's meet at 5 in the lab" 

Carmen: "Make it 5:15". 

At 5:27 Hennan arrives in the laboratory and finds Carmen looking through the files in Pro
fessor Alexandre's srdtcl directory. 

Carmen: "I've found three possibilities. Can you figure out what fsb.tcl is supposed to do". 

Hennan: "Oh, I recognize that. Its from CMU. Its for maintaining lists of students. It's 
pretty complicated for the students." 

Carmen: "I agree, let's do our own now. Why don't you write it and I'll set up the course 
machines". 

Hennan"OK" 

Carmen then finds the current version of Tel, realizes it does not run the CMU script and 
decides to retrieve the latest version of Tel- version 7 .3. She tries to call Hennan to wan him of 
the version change and gets no answer so she sends him e-mail. She also asks Felix, by e-mail, 
to install Tel version 7.3 on the students machines by Tuesday at noon. 
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Herman works all night to complete the assignment. At 3:45am on Tues., he sends the 
assignment to Carmen by e-mail asking her to test it and improve the documentation. "Call me 
at home after 1 O:OOam if there is a problem." 

At 9:00am Carmen arrives, reads Herman's message and tries out the program. It doesn't 
work. She works on the program until an e-mail arrives from Felix at 9:30. "I can't get to this 
before next week". Carmen goes to Felix's office and talks him into installing the software, 
offering to help. By 10:30, Carmen is back and calls Herman. It takes them one and a half 
hours to fix the program, with Carmen reading the output to Herman, Herman trying to remem
ber what the program is supposed to do, asking about the display in each window, having code 
fragments read, etc. At 12:00, Carmen sends the file to Felix for installation. 

At 1:30 in the afternoon, while Carmen is finishing the writing of the assignment, Professor 
Alexandre comes into the graduate student cubicle with two visitors and asks Carmen (because 
Herman is not there) to give a demonstration of the Tel based browser that Carmen and Her
man have been working on. It takes her half an hour to realize that she had to change her PATH 
variable because of the version change to Tel. Meanwhile, Herman returns and improves the 
program. At 2:15 Carmen resumes writing the documentation, incorporating the changes Her
man made. Herman then prints the documentation and goes off to make copies. At 2:45, Pro
fessor Alexandre arrives and proof reads the assignment and makes a few corrections. ("Just 
asserting his authority" mutters Carmen to Herman). Since there isn't time to make more cop
ies, Professor Alexandre opens the class by handing out the assignment and announcing the 
changes. 

3.3 Envisioned scenario 
The systems being assumed in the envisioned scenario are a media space and a shared applica
tion and whiteboard. 

After Monday's lecture for his 3:00-4:00 class, Professor Alexandre sees through the media 
space that Herman and Carmen are available. He contacts them: "Why don't you write labora
tory 2 for tomorrow. I would like the students to make some additions to an existing TCL pro
gram. The one I have in mind is in my home directory under src/tcl. It's called something like 
fsb.tcl." 

Herman "Why don't you bring up your tel directory on the whiteboard and we can find it?" 

Professor Alexandre shares a window on his machine and starts browsing through the tel 
director. 

Professor Alexandre: "Here is the file. Its called sip. Must mean 'student listing program or 
something like that. In any case, this is the one I had in mind. It looks kind of complicated." 

Carmen: "I think its too complicated for the students, we should probably write one our
selves." 

Professor Alexandre: "OK whatever you think best. We need it by the 3:00 lab tomorrow. I 
have to go - a budget meeting". 

Herman: "Carmen, why don't I write the program and you set up the course machines?" 

Carmen: "OK". 

At 5:27 Carmen begins working on her part of the project. Herman is off getting something 
to eat. Carmen finds the current version of Tel, realizes it does not run the CMU script and 
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decides to retrieve the latest version of Tel- version 7 .3. She sends Herman e-mail to warn him 
of the version change. She also asks Felix, by e-mail, to install Tel version 7.3 on the students 
machines by Thesday at noon. 

Herman returns at 6:30, reads Carmen's e-mail. He then works to complete the assignment. 
At 3:45 am on Thes., he completes the assignment, video tapes himself running the program, 
with comments and mails that to Carmen with the comment: "Call me at home after !O:OOam if 
there is a problem." 

At 9:00am Carmen arrives, reads Herman's message and tries out the program. It doesn't 
work. She compares her version with Herman's video tape and makes progress until an e-mail 
arrives from Felix at 9:30. "I can't get to this before next week". Carmen contacts Felix via the 
media space and attempts to convince him to install the software. This doesn't work so she 
goes to Felix's office in person and manages to talk him into installing the software, offering to 
help. By 10:30, Carmen is back and calls Herman on the ISDN line setting up a shared applica
tion to jointly debug the program. It takes them a half hour to fix the program. At 11:00, Car
men sends the file to Felix for installation. 

At 1:30 in the afternoon, after Carmen has finished the writing of the assignment, Professor 
Alexandre comes into the graduate student cubicle with two visitors and asks Carmen (because 
Herman is not there) to give a demonstration of the Tel based browser that Carmen and Her
man have been working on. It takes her half an hour to realize that she had to change her PATH 
variable because of the version change to Tel. Meanwhile, Herman returns and improves the 
program. At 2:00 Carmen sees through the media space that Professor Alexandre's visitors are 
still there and interrupts to inform them that the demonstration is not available. She then gives 
the demo over the shared link. At 2:15 Carmen revises the documentation, incorporating the 
changes Herman made. Herman then prints the documentation and goes off to make copies. At 
2:45, Professor Alexandre arrives and proof reads the assignment and makes a few corrections. 
("Just asserting his authority" mutters Carmen to Herman). Since there isn't time to make more 
copies, Professor Alexandre opens the class by handing out the assignment and announcing 
that the latest version can be located in an on-line file. 

4 TASK LEVEL SCENARIOS 

At the level of specific task scenarios, we generated a collection of small scenarios for each of 
the roles. The roles and the tasks are: 

user: 
• join a conference 
• initiate a conference 
• add an application to the white board 

system administrator: 
• add a new user to a particular group 
• set up a new group 
• install a new network connections 

software engineer: 
• modify functionality to use new networking protocol 
• increase the number of users simultaneously in a conference by an order of magnitude. This 

includes both improving performance and removing system limitations. 
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• Integrate system with Lotus Notes 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

Although time precluded completing the task level scenarios and determining the coverage of 
the detailed scenario by the task level scenarios, the working hypothesis of the group has not 
been undermined by the tasks we did enumerate. The work remaining in this area is to com
plete the task level scenario, see if it provides coverage for the detailed scenario and iterate 
with additional detailed level scenarios. 


